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2021 BOARD NOMINEES 
 

 
Following are the Bio’s for the 2021 Board Member Nominees.  When 
voting, please vote for one Vendor Member and four Expediting 
Members that you wish to be on our TEANA Board.  Please contact 
info@teana.org if you have any questions or need assistance. 

Click Here To Vote 
 

 
 
 
 

 
ANDREW GALLEGOS 

Andrew Gallegos is currently the President of Great Lakes insurance and has been a leader in the 
Transportation Insurance space for over 21 years. After his service in the Marine Corps, Andrew and his 
father formed a Transportation specific agency in October of 2000 and has been serving Transportation 
and Logistics companies ever since. He has actively served as a member along with additional roles 
inside TEANA since it was established. We’re talking back when TEANA’s annual meetings were tied into 
GPS Net annual meetings! Many of his clients are active leaders within TEANA and is proud to have been 
a part of the growth and transitions TEANA has navigated throughout its life. The relationships forged 
through TEANA have turned into lifelong friendships and is a testament to the organization. What sets 
TEANA apart from other associations is the level of commitment its members bring to the table, their 
knowledge and expertise and willingness to work with other members. The fact that members work so 
closely together and truly partner with one another is a wonderful thing to witness and be a part of. 
Andrew’s commitment to his clients and their success can’t be matched. When not working he truly 
enjoys spending as much time as possible with his loving and supportive wife Banhi and daughter 
Natasha along with his 2 dogs Max and Bryn. When time permits, he also enjoys golf.   
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MIKE PETTREY 

Mike Pettrey is a second generation legacy in the Expediting and Trucking Industry.  Mike has grown up 
in the industry and has become a visionary leader. C&M Transport was one of TEANA's first members 
joining shortly after TEANA was founded on April 12, 2004.  Mike has accepted many Company of The 
Year Awards on behalf of C&M and their outstanding service with other TEANA Members. C&M 
Transport which is located in Painesville Ohio, has been in business since 1991, and is owned by 
President, Melody Pettrey and Vice President, Mike Pettrey. Mike is constantly striving to not only make 
their business better, but guide the Expedite Industry to become better.  He spends countless hours 
mentoring other trucking companies, including his direct competitors, on the "right way" to run a 
trucking company especially when it comes to safety, compliance and insurance.  Mike also believes in 
working with the Best!  That includes his participation in TEANA, the people he hires, the companies he 
works with and the technology tools he employs. Mike has helped build on the foundation of TEANA and 
its principles over the years and believes that the organization is the "Best of the Best!" 

 
ADAM SCURALLI 

Adam is Owner & President of Expeditus Transport, LLC.  Started in 2012 out of his home office, Adam 
utilized his 18 years of industry experience and knowledge to grow the company into a full-service 
transportation and brokerage provider.  Adam is committed to the success and satisfaction of his 
customers and employees.  Originally from Canada (Go Maple Leafs!)  Adam, a Lourdes University 
graduate, resides in Sylvania, Ohio with his wife, Jenna, and their two children, Sonny and Sal.  If chosen 
to serve, Adam would consider it a privilege to contribute to an organization and its member who he 
considers an invaluable resource for industry knowledge. 
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ZOEY TOP 

My passion for customer service can be traced back to my first job at Cinnabon when I was 15 years old. 
Even at that young age I discovered that I enjoyed my interaction with clients and the satisfaction of a 
job well done. Before discovering trucking, I worked in the furniture industry, went back to school to 
study public relations, then worked with a management consultancy in Ottawa, Canada. My curiosity 
and passion to learn fueled my drive to do things orderly, timely, and thoroughly. In four short years, I 
turned my entry-level admin assistant position – and my first experience in trucking, to my role as the 
President of Walter McDougall Logistics. My predecessor was instrumental in the creation of TEANA and 
went on to become the organization’s first President. A few years ago, I had the chance to represent 
Walter McDougall and (re)connect with members, join both the annual conferences and networking 
events, and participate in various committees. It took participating for me to buy in, and I hope to have 
the chance to pay forward the inclusion and kindness I experienced at every event, encourage 
participation in others, and contribute by using my experience and knowledge to benefit all members. 
Today, I am a decade into my marriage with our three awesome kids along for the journey, the smell of 
cinnamon from that first job is long worn off, but my desire to do great things continues. The best part is 
that I get to do what I love and do it together with our amazing team who took my passion and made it 
theirs. 
 

 
ROB CHARBONNEAU 

My name is Rob Charbonneau and I am the President of Bounce Logistics in South Bend IN.  Bounce is a 
freight broker servicing the Freight Forwarding industry all across the United States in ground, air, 
intermodal, and drayage solutions.  I have been in transportation my whole career, starting with an 
internship with Atlas Van Lines in Evansville IN, brokering spot trailers all across the United States.  I 
became involved with TEANA in 2019 and attended my first event in Key West FL.  I knew after that one 
event that TEANA was an association that looked out for their own, and had the best interest in mind 
not only for TEANA members, but for the transportation industry itself.  It is because of this shared 
belief that I would like to join the board of TEANA and get involved with the long term success of the 
organization.  
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STUART SUTTON 

Stuart Sutton has an Honors University degree in Computer Science (1981) and later completed his MBA 
(1991) where he was also named to the prestigious “Deans List” in his graduating year.  He held senior 
roles in various industries until he got into transportation in 1995 to help build a TMS for TST Expedited 
Services in Windsor, Ontario.  In 2001, he and Ed DeLeon left TST to start GPSNet Technologies (later 
rebranded to Sylectus).  He sold Sylectus to Qualcomm in 2011 and continued to run Sylectus until he 
retired in 2014.  In 2015 he was coaxed out of retirement by his ex-customers to build the next TMS and, 
starting from a blank sheet of paper, has designed and led Full Circle TMS to surpass his prior two TMS 
creations.  He constantly listens to the needs of his software users (and the industry) to innovate Full 
Circle TMS with the ultimate objective of elevating the success of his subscribers.  While at Sylectus, he 
was instrumental in helping to form TEANA and, for the formative years of the association, per the 
TEANA bylaws, was a permanent, non-voting board member (a role he relinquished prior to leaving 
Sylectus).    He has constantly supported and promoted TEANA and it’s philosophies while at both 
Sylectus and Full Circle and has been the platinum sponsor for various TEANA events over the last 6 
years. 

 

 
STEVE ROY 

Logistics is an industry I fell into after college and I fell in love with it for the rest of my career. For the 
past 24 years I have had the opportunity to explore many roles in the expedited world and while I have 
learned so much. I know there continues to be so much to learn and share about our unique industry. As 
a past President of TEANA, I have been a strong supporter of diplomatic relationships amongst expedite 
carriers that have similar open minded philosophies. Let’s share information, trucks and freight to give 
our companies the ability to say YES to our clients more often and in turn grow our companies. I have 
watched so many small companies grow from just a few trucks because of their unique carrier to carrier 
relationships and membership to TEANA. For the past 10 years I have been focusing on developing our 
company Roy-Trans Global Logistics Inc (a Landstar Agency) and have recently opened a global air 
logistics company called Charter Force International Inc. Simply put, I continue to work hard to find ways 
to say yes to our clients a very high percentage of the time, treating clients, staff and carriers extremely 
well. This philosophy and having great staff that share the same drive and passion are reasons for our 
continued success and we will strive to continue our success for many years to come. 
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HOLLY AUSNEHMER 

My name is Holly Ausnehmer, I have lived in Cleveland,OH my entire life.  I am a proud parent to one 
daughter, who has brought so much joy to my life. I started my career in transportation in 2007, and 
have not left the industry since. I love everything about it, yet there is still so much more to learn.  My 
knowledge and skills in transportation are in dispatching, sales, brokering, safety, recruiting, and billing.  
I enjoy talking to people, and no matter the situation, I am always willing to lend a hand.  When I'm not 
working, I love to watch movies and play games. Being a part of the TEANA board would be a 
wonderful experience where I can learn from other community members and help bring my knowledge 
to the playing field.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
MIKE MCCALLUM 

Mike McCallum is President of Rydex Freight Systems, a third party Sprinter and Straight Truck firm 
providing expedite cross border services for the last 34 years. Mike has dedicated his life to working in 
logistics for the past 27 years starting within this firm in the early 90’s. There have been several divisions 
and incarnations of the company, however, it has always been in Expedite. He has his designation in 
Logistics through the CITT, specializing in Transportation Law and revenue streams. Experienced and 
reliable, Mike looks forward to helping our community through TEANA and its members by serving on its 
council. 
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